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Isabeau Maxwell is one of the 
leading spiritual coaches in 
intuitive development. She brings 
deep channeled knowledge and 
personal understanding to 
spirituality and has been helping 
people connect to their authentic, 
natural, intuitive abilities for over 
15 years.

Isabeau is an internationally known 
medium, author, and teacher, who 

and accuracy, Isabeau brings peace and comfort to many through her energy 
work, transformative sessions, and teachings.

has touched the lives of people throughout the world. Known for her compassion

She is the founder of The SAGE Method, an award winning, life changing, intuitive 
training program that teaches people how to open their intuitive abilities and live 
an authentic, blissful life. She is also the creator of The SAGE Circle, Discovery 
Meditation, and the author of Cracking Open: Adventures of a Reluctant Medium.

Her newest project is the podcast Otherside Chats, where Isabeau shares in detail 
her experiences with these clearings. Through Otherside Chats, Isabeau is ready to 
share her mission: To humanize people in spirit form and remind listeners that 
ghosts are people too. 

With a bachelor's degree from Minnesota State University with a major in 
mathematics and a minor in chemistry, Isabeau maintains a balanced perspective 
between this world and the next. 



www.theSAGEmethod.com
SAGE stands for Spirituality, Alignment,
Growth, and Empowerment. Live your best
life, experience your true abilities, and step
into alignment and bliss! The SAGE
Method is the most down-to-earth,
comprehensive program out there when it
comes to intuitive development.

The SAGE Circle: No gurus to worship. No
unreasonable promises. Just a supportive
community of spiritual seekers embracing
their power, strength, and inner beauty.
People just like you who are ready to find
the magic in each day, get in alignment, and
harness their intuitive abilities to live a life
of abundance and bliss.

T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

SOCIAL MEDIA

The Otherside Chats is a new
podcast from professional
medium, intuitive teacher, and
founder of the SAGE Method,
Beau Maxwell. Beau has spent
yuears doing clearings for
spirits who were struck in the
transition, a specialty that she
holds close to her heart. In 5-15
minute segments, Otherside
Chats shares in detail her
experiences with these
clearings. Through Otherside
Chats, Beau is ready to share
her mission: To humanize
people in spirit form and
remind listeners that ghosts are
people too.

The
Otheside
Chats

@THESAGEMETHOD

@THESAGEMETHOD

@THESAGEMETHOD

@THESAGEMETHOD



T E L E V I S I O N

How can you live a more authentic, blissful life? Isabeau
"Beau" Maxwell, author of Cracking Open: Adventures of a
Reluctant Medium, describes her journey of awakening to
her abilities as a medium and spiritual coach. Through her
SAGE Method (Spirituality, Alignment, Growth, and
Empowerment) she now guides others to their own intuitive
natures and the synchronicity around them. Maxwell
explains that as we work to avoid the distraction of
programming within our environment, we are able to
declutter and clear our energetic body, attune to the
spiritual world, and align to our individual purpose and
potential.

WATCH

https://bit.ly/Isabeau_On_Gaia


P R I N T  &  D I G I T A L



T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D



T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://medium.com/authority-magazine/isabeau-maxwell-of-sage-method-five-things-you- 
need-to-create-a-highly-successful-career-as-a-life-fc76dc9ddba8

https://medium.com/authority-magazine/isabeau-maxwell-of-sage-method-five-things-you-need-to-create-a-highly-successful-career-as-a-life-fc76dc9ddba8


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://justbreathemag.com/authors/isabeau-maxwell/

I know from experience what it’s like to struggle with confidence in my intuitive
abilities. This is because I was not always a psychic medium. Up until the age
of 31 I was a complete skeptic. It was one life-changing experience that pushed
me into the spiritual realms and opened my intuition.

Shortly after my grandmother passed away, she showed up in my living room in
spirit form. I was stunned to say the least. Frightened might be a good word for
that moment. But since it was her, I was eager to try and connect. More
importantly I wanted to discover if what was happening to me was real or not.
Yep, I was skeptical. 

https://justbreathemag.com/authors/isabeau-maxwell/


S p i r i t u a l  B i z  C h a t :  I s a b e a u  M a x w e l l

https://spiritualbizmagazine.com/spiritual-biz-chat-isabeau-maxwell/

Even the biggest skeptics around the globe start to realize how our emotional well-being 
directly affects our physical health. But they still don’t know where to start to improve 
their lives. What is your way of taking care of your energetic body? 

Isabeau: Hands down, my favorite way of taking care of my energy body is GCP, aka 
Ground, Clear, Protect. Over the years, I have seen GCP help thousands of people 
balance, center, and find their spiritual flow. We all have energy that flows through us 
and expands outside of our physical body. And while was were raised to take care of 
our physical body, many times we were not raised to take care of our energetic body. 
The short quick version of GCP is to imagine grounding to Mother Earth, clearing out 
old energy you no longer need and protecting yourself with a bubble of sorts that filters 
what comes into your energetic space. The end goal would be to only take on that 
which you are supposed to take on. Caring for your energy body this way brings 
massive balance into your life, it makes a huge difference with your well-being. I know 
it has changed my life for the better. 

https://spiritualbizmagazine.com/spiritual-biz-chat-isabeau-maxwell/


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://thriveglobal.com/stories/isabeau-maxwell-of-sage-
method-patience-is-by-far-the-number-one-factor/

Patience is by far the number one factor. Building a successful business isn't a 
sprint, it's a marathon. Many people open up shop and get disappointed six 
months down the road when they aren't flooded with clients. I personally was
creating social media posts, writing blogs, and networking for over a year before I 
started/.../ 

https://thriveglobal.com/stories/isabeau-maxwell-of-sage-%20method-patience-is-by-far-the-number-one-factor/
https://thriveglobal.com/stories/isabeau-maxwell-of-sage-%20method-patience-is-by-far-the-number-one-factor/


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://lookwithinmagazine.com/isabeau-maxwell-embodying-my-innate-intuitive-self/

https://lookwithinmagazine.com/isabeau-maxwell-embodying-my-innate-intuitive-self/


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://bestselfmedia.com/your-energy-body/

https://bestselfmedia.com/your-energy-body/


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://www.lightcastingmedia.com/expansion/isabeau-maxwell-shares-
her-story-of-being-a-skeptic-to-becoming-a-medium/

https://www.lightcastingmedia.com/expansion/isabeau-maxwell-shares-%20her-story-of-being-a-skeptic-to-becoming-a-medium/
https://www.lightcastingmedia.com/expansion/isabeau-maxwell-shares-%20her-story-of-being-a-skeptic-to-becoming-a-medium/


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://www.watkinsmagazine.com/qa-isabeau-maxwell-on-the-sage-method

Q&A: ISABEAU MAXWELL ON THE SAGE METHOD

https://www.watkinsmagazine.com/qa-isabeau-maxwell-on-the-sage-method


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://kindredspirit.co.uk/2021/08/07/3-key-steps-to-opening-up-your-intuition/

https://kindredspirit.co.uk/2021/08/07/3-key-steps-to-opening-up-your-intuition/


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://lifegoalsmag.com/confidence-intuition-simple-steps/

https://lifegoalsmag.com/confidence-intuition-simple-steps/


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://excellencereporter.com/2021/10/07/isabeau-maxwell-what-is-the-meaning-of-life/

https://excellencereporter.com/2021/10/07/isabeau-maxwell-what-is-the-meaning-of-life/


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://livetheprocess.com/blogs/transformational/intuit-this

https://livetheprocess.com/blogs/transformational/intuit-this


EMBARKING ON THE JOURNEY OF LIFE AS AN 
AWAKENED SOUL

February 27, 2022
 Spirituality, Ascension, intuition higher-self, manifestations, divine, souls, spirits, 

and spirit guides are a few terms that have been heard by all but only believed 
by some.

Our universe is constantly brimming and flowing with energies. We may choose 
to deny it, but the truth is that everything and living beings in the universe have 
a force field. We attract and repel the people and changes in our lives.

Sometimes our energies are so powerful and dynamic that we can tap into the 
other realms. While we’re usually unaware of the power and dynamic that lies 
inside us, some events can change our perspectives and our understanding of 
the world and life as it is. Sounds a little scary. Right? But this is how Isabeau 
Maxwell’s journey began. 

T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

https://excellencereporter.com/2021/10/07/isabeau-maxwell-what-is-the- 
meaning-of-life/

Isabeau had a thriving corporate life and 
like most individuals, she didn’t delve 
into the spiritual aspect of life. The shift 
came when her grandmother passed 
away. Isabeau was very close to her 
grandmother and when she saw her 
grandmother’s spirit appear before her, 
she was shocked and frightened. The 
first time it happened, she jumped to the 
wall and screamed at the spirit to not 
scare her that way again. 

https://excellencereporter.com/2021/10/07/isabeau-maxwell-what-is-the-meaning-of-life/


PODCASTS

LISTEN

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/soul-share-with-a-skeptical-intuitive-isabeau-maxwell/id992207609?i=1000537810470


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

LISTEN

Isabeau Maxwell – Medium and Author discusses 
embracing her spiritual gifts and helping others do the 
same Ep. 153 

LISTEN

LISTEN

Episode 200: Isabeau Maxwell: Intuitive Development/ 
Channeled Knowledge/ Cracking Open/ The SAGE 
Method 

Building Confidence in Your Intuitive Abilities with 
Medium Isabeau Maxwell

This week I sit down with Medium, Author, and Leading
Spiritual and Intuitive Development Coach Beau Maxwell to
discuss her life journey from skeptic to medium, which she
details in her book “Cracking Open: Adventures of a Reluctant
Medium”.

Isabeau Maxwell is an internationally known medium, author, and
teacher, who has touched the lives of people throughout the
world. Known for her compassion and accuracy, Isabeau brings
peace and comfort to many through her energy work,
transformative sessions, and teaching.

Isabeau is the founder of The SAGE Method, a life-changing
intuitive training program that teaches people how to open their
intuitive abilities and live an authentic, blissful life. She is also the
creator of The SAGE Circle, Discovery Meditation, and the author
of Cracking Open: Adventures of a Reluctant Medium. 

One of the leading spiritual coaches in the intuitive
development, Isabeau Maxwell brings deep channeled
knowledge and personal understanding of spirituality.
Isabeau is an internationally known medium, author and
teacher. She is the founder of The SAGE Method, a life-
changing intuitive training program that teaches people how
to open their intuitive abilities and live an authentic, blissful
life. She is also the creator of the online community and app,
The SAGE Circle, Discovery Meditation, and the author of
Cracking Open: Adventures of a Reluctant Medium. 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/beau-maxwell-medium-author-discusses-embracing-her/id1367175172?i=1000529942497
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/episode-200-isabeau-maxwell-intuitive-development-channeled/id1269885389?i=1000537637800
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/building-confidence-in-your-intuitive-abilities-with/id292757281?i=1000539216962


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

465. Unlocking Your Intuition with Beau Maxwell

The Past Lives Podcast Ep183 – Isabeau Maxwell 

Cracking Open Your Intuition with Isabeau Maxwell 
Life, Death and the Space Between

Spiritual skeptic turned medium and spiritual development coach,
Beau Maxwell, spent years as a spiritual cynic in the corporate
world before a visit from her grandmother lifted the veil to the
other side.  After giving herself the space to explore the space she
found herself leaving her old life behind, giving readings as a
professional intuitive and creating the SAGE Method, a program
that helps you find a personal connection to source. Once you take
steps to declutter emotionally ands take care of your energetic
body and environment, it’s unbelievable what magic that can come
into your life.
To learn more, and for the complete show notes, visit:
lytyoga.com/blog/category/podcasts/ 

Adventures of a Reluctant Medium. This week I’m talking to
Isabeau Maxwell about her book “Cracking Open: Adventures
of a Reluctant Medium”. 

Isabeau“ Beau” Maxwell is one of the leading spiritual coaches
in the intuitive development, Isabeau Maxwell brings deep
channeled knowledge and personal understanding of
spirituality. She has helped people connect to their authentic,
natural intuitive abilities for over 15 years. 

"Your guide will show you exactly what you need, and exactly
what you can handle.”- Isabeau Maxwell

Have you ever kicked yourself because you didn’t listen to
your gut feeling? You know, when you JUST KNOW the right
thing to do? What if you could amplify your intuition so the
messages were clear as a bell?

Isabeau Maxwell, is an internationally known medium and
author; and teaches people how to open their own intuitive
abilities and live an authentic, blissful life. 

LISTEN

LISTEN

LISTEN

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/465-unlocking-your-intuition-with-beau-maxwell/id1440053459?i=1000540116185
https://www.podchaser.com/podcasts/the-past-lives-podcast-659953/episodes/the-past-lives-podcast-ep183-i-103181263
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/cracking-open-your-intuition-with-isabeau-maxwell/id1445726793?i=1000542295300


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

Isabeau Maxwell // Ghosts are people too – Crossing 
over and the in-between
Things You Can’t Un-Hear 

Building Confidence in Your Intuitive Abilities
A Psychic’s Story

Connecting to your spirit guides and being HUMAN
The Sweetest Little Life

Isabeau (Beau) Maxwell is an intuitive author, Medium and the founder of The SAGE
Method. 
For the past 15 years, Beau Maxwell has been known for helping people connect to
their authentic, natural, intuitive abilities. 

She helps people who have passed to cross over to the other side, and release
spirits stuck in the in-between . 

We discuss how we as souls and as physical beings fit into the web of life; why souls
get stuck in the in-between; what we experience as our highest selves once we do
pass and how the transition of that life time becomes complete. 

Beau was originally a skeptic, raised without spirituality in her life, she experienced
a series of events which opened her intuition and she stepped headfirst into
spiritual realms. 

Isabeau Maxwell is known for helping people connect to their authentic,
natural, intuitive abilities. Originally a skeptic, raised without spirituality
in her life, she experienced a series of events which opened her intuition.
Since then and along with her guides, Isabeau created the SAGE Method,
which stands for Spirituality, Alignment, Growth and Empowerment, to
share guidance with others.

In this episode, we talk about how to be in better energetic alignment
and build your confidence with your intuitive abilities. And similar to the
episode with Pat Longo, we even talk about “Ground, Clear, Protect.” 

Checkout Isabeau’s website and take the quiz to see how strong your
intuition is. Join her SAGE Circle, Follow her on Instagram
@thesagemethod. Read he book Cracking Open: Adventure of a Reluctant
Medium. 

In todays episode we have creator of the SAGE Method,
intuitive author and medium Isabeau Maxwell
(@thesagemethod) and discuss so many ways of uncovering
your gifts and connection. 

LISTEN

LISTEN

LISTEN

https://podcasts.apple.com/au/podcast/isabeau-maxwell-ghosts-are-people-too-crossing-over/id1456980938?i=1000543459268
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/building-confidence-in-your-intuitive-abilities/id1479682063?i=1000545037087
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/connecting-to-your-spirit-guides-and-being-human/id1514167118?i=1000546827017


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D

A Visit from Isabeau Maxwell
LOA Today- Living Our Abundance with the Law of 
Attraction 

Edition 610 – Medium And “intuitive” Isabeau Maxwell 
On Mediumship- And Using “intuition” Effectively

Your Intuitive Abilities with Spiritual Development 
Coach Isabeau Maxwell
A Fine Time for Healing

Okay. This was just plain fun. Beau Maxwell is the creator of The SAGE 
Method, a course dedicated to helping people to develop that natural sixth 
sense we are all born with but most of us have long blocked or covered 
up. She tells us her story about how as a spiritual atheist she was 
confronted one day by the spirit of her departed grandmother. It led her 
to a meeting with a spirit guide, and when she asked what she was here to 
tell her, suddenly the entire world of Source Energy started to open up for 
her. She has made it her mission in life to help people who are ready and 
willing to be helped to navigate their own, unique connection with the 
other side. 

Here’s her link:
https://thesagemethod.com/ Subscribe to the LOA Today podcasts: 
https://www.loatoday.net/subscribe

Medium And “intuitive” Isabeau Maxwell – recently seen on 
America’s Gaia tv- on her mediumship- which developed late- 
also communicating with the departed and using your 
intuitive sense… 

For the past 15 years today’s special guest Isabeau Maxwell is
known for helping people connect to their authentic, natural,
intuitive abilities. Originally a skeptic, raised without spirituality in
her life, she experienced series of events which opened her
intuition and she stepped headfirst into the spiritual realms. She
created The SAGE Method to share guidance with a broader
public. She has taught a wide array of people from newcomers in
their spiritual journey to professional intuitive. 

The SAGE Method- which stand for Spirituality, Alignment, Growth
and Empowerment – is a life-changing intuitive training program
that teaches people how to open their intuitive abilities and live
an authentic, blissful life. 

LISTEN

LISTEN

LISTEN

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/loa-today-living-our-abundance-with-the-law/id1169278378
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/edition-610-medium-and-intuitive-isabeau-maxwell-on/id155963493?i=1000551031533
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/your-intuitive-abilities-with-spiritual-development/id433685489?i=1000552602398


T H E  S A G E  M E T H O D


